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Abstract
This paper examines formal and informal complaints against attorneys during the most recent twenty-five year
period (1986-2010). The data suggested that the growth of attorneys in Oklahoma has exceeded population
growth. However, the per capita amount of complaints has been declining, at least in the short term. Examination
of the complaints revealed that the most common complaint was neglect. Second, family law and criminal law
drew the most complaints. Finally, more experienced attorneys received far more complaints that their younger
counterparts. The paper concludes with policy implications and areas for further research in this area.
Newsflash: some people don’t love lawyers. This should not be a shock to anyone in the legal profession. Public
opinion of lawyers in general has plummeted.2 The negative view of legal profession is widespread. 3 Numerous
surveys confirm this fact. An ABA national survey showed the public views attorneys as unethical and greedy. 4
A Gallup poll showed only 18% of the public regarded attorneys as having high ethics. 5 Recently, the biggest
ethics complaint in history was filed, involving 500 attorneys using a referral website. 6
Why does the public dislike lawyers? The public sees the legal system as a corrupt lottery of fictitious claims
which enrich lawyers.7 Lawyers have been described as vultures descending on airplane accidents. 8 The image of
the legal profession continues to be horrid. Lawyers are considered to be in the lowest rung of society in
America, in same rung as used car dealers and politicians. 9
Parents do not want their children to enter the legal profession. In 1986, 12% of the Americans wanted their
children to become lawyers.10 Considering only 1% of the public are lawyers, this is positive support for the
profession. However, the tarnished opinion has had its effect. By 2000, only 5% of Americans wanted their
children to become lawyers.11 One doubts that the image has improved in the last decade.
This poor image is nothing new. From Shakespeare’s pronouncement over 400 years ago to Sir Thomas More
who viewed Utopia as a place without attorneys, lawyers have always had a difficult time being appreciated. 12
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The irony is that the public hates lawyers but they like and trust their own lawyer. 13 The public has respect for our
Presidents, as long as no one mentions that twenty-five presidents were lawyers.14 A lack of trust leads to
complaints and dissatisfied customers. Attorneys have gotten their fair share of complaints. This paper is an
analysis of the complaints against attorneys made in the past twenty-five years in Oklahoma.
In this paper, I will first examine the disciplinary system for Oklahoma lawyers. Next, I will examine the
problem of attorney population growth. Finally, I will examine the past twenty-five years of complaints and
explore those findings. I will conclude for policy implications for legal practitioners.

Disciplinary Procedure
Before reporting on the complaints against Oklahoma attorneys, a brief summary of the attorney complaint
procedure is warranted. Oklahoma adopted the rules of professional conduct used by the American Bar
Association in 1983.15 For example, conviction of a crime demonstrating moral unfitness are grounds for
discipline. 16 But discipline is not limited to criminal behavior of attorneys. In fact, being disciplined in another
jurisdiction and not reporting it to the state bar is grounds for discipline.17 Any action, whether done in a
professional capacity or otherwise which harms the legal profession can be subject to discipline. 18 The grounds for
discipline are meant to be broad, and not all-inclusive. 19
After a complaint is filed, the General Counsel makes an investigation. Next, the matter is referred to the
Professional Responsibility Commission, who decides whether formal proceedings are needed. 20 If so, a formal
allegation is made and forwarded to the respondent attorney. The respondent lawyer must respond to the
allegations. Deliberate misrepresentation in the response is grounds for discipline, 21 as is failing to respond within
twenty days. 22 If the attorney does not agree with the complaint, the hearings are handled by the Professional
Responsibility Tribunal.23 If the respondent attorney is found to have violated the professional rules, he/she faces
discipline, which can consist of a private reprimand, a public censure, suspension, or disbarment. 24
Costs of the investigation and hearing(s) are surcharged against the disciplined lawyer with rare exception. 25
Failure to pay the costs is also grounds for discipline, resulting in automatic suspension until payment is made. 26
Data on complaints against Oklahoma attorneys is kept by the General Counsel of the Oklahoma Bar Association.
The data is accumulated and reported annually in Oklahoma Bar Journal.27

Attorney Population Growth
Before examining attorney complaints, we must consider the effect of the rapid growth in the number of
practicing attorneys. The number of attorneys in Oklahoma continues to grow faster than the population. To
make the comparisons accurate, I will use the census years, 1990, 2000, and 2010. In the two decades from 1990
to 2010, Oklahoma’s population has increased 19.25%.28 During that same twenty year period, the population of
practicing attorneys in Oklahoma increased from 9,23029 to 11,711.30
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This represents a 26.88% increase in attorney population in Oklahoma. In other words, the population of attorneys
is growing significantly faster than the population. While the growth of attorneys increased 8% faster than the
general population, this actually understates the problem. First, these figures exclude over 4,000 licensed
attorneys who are licensed in Oklahoma but not currently Oklahoma residents. Further, these figures do not
include many graduates of Oklahoma’s three law schools who relocate after graduation. 31 Finally, Oklahoma lost
800 practicing attorneys in 2008-2009, which coincides with the economic downturn.32 These attorneys could
easily return to practice in Oklahoma should the economy rebound. If those 800 attorneys were added back into
the figures, the growth of attorneys was 35.55%, nearly double the population growth rate!
The numbers are surging and the problem is not unique to Oklahoma. Texas has seen the per capita lawyer
population double since 1970.33 Specifically, Texas has experienced attorney population growth, from 27,855 in
1976 to 61,638 in 1996, a 121% increase over two decades. 34
The problem is national. The number of practicing attorneys in America increased from 169,489 in 1948 35, to
542,205 in 1980,36 to 1,225,452 in 2011.37 How have these numbers surged? Law schools have increased in size.
In addition, the number of ABA accredited law schools has grown, from 183 in 2000 to 199 in 2009. 38 By adding
sixteen new law schools in the last decade, the growth rate will only increase. The growth rate of lawyers is more
than double the rate of any other profession. 39 As an extreme example, New York lawyers have grown at 26 times
the rate of growth of the population. 40 If current trends continue, by the year 2188 lawyers will outnumber nonlawyers in America.41 The explosive growth of lawyers has caused one columnist to comment “America’s lawyer
population is breeding like maggots.”42
While the number of attorneys has increased, the job prospects have worsened. In the past three years, 15,000
jobs have disappeared at large law firms. 43 The job market has deteriorated so much that some schools are even
being sued by their graduates over inflated job prospects given to incoming students. 44

Complaints against Attorneys
Despite the attorney population increase, the amount of grievances (uninvestigated consumer complaints) has
been fairly constant, about 1500 per year. Many complaints do not result in discipline. Many simply lack merit.
Most (98%) of the complaints are dismissed without imposing any kind of discipline. 45
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The General Counsel investigates these complaints, and those with merit are called formal complaints. The
number of formal complaints has varied widely during the past 25 years.46 The highest number of formal
complaints was in 2000, which resulted in 487 formal complaints.47 The lowest number of formal complaints was
received in 2010, which saw only 195 formal complaints.48 Interestingly, despite the population increasing, and
grievances constant, the number of formal complaints is not increasing (and in recent years, has actually dropped).
The types of violations resulting in discipline showed both worry and promise. 49 Overwhelmingly, most
complaints were based on neglect, which ranged from 30-54% of the yearly totals during the twenty-five year
period. 50 Neglect was always the biggest category of complaints. The worry and the promise is that these
complaints are the easiest to avoid. If the biggest problem was incompetence or stealing money from clients, they
would be difficult and expensive to remedy. Since most complaints involve neglect, there is hope to remedy the
bar.
The Oklahoma Bar Association also breaks down complaints by the area of law resulting in the complaint. 51
Family law drew the most complaints in 15 of the 25 years.52 Litigation and criminal law were second and third.
Employment law, 53 immigration, 54 and corporate/commercial law drew the fewest complaints. 55 Interestingly, the
most complaints stem from the areas of practice most associated with the general practitioner.
The Bar also reported complaints by the number of years in practice. Ironically, the greatest complaints were not
against the newest attorneys struggling to learn, but were from the most experienced attorneys. 56 The most
complaints involved attorneys with twenty-five years of experience or more. The experienced attorneys received
the most complaints for 14 of the 25 years. Attorneys with less than five years received the fewest complaints in
20 of the 25 years. Since most complaints involved neglect, an easy theory is that older attorneys with an
established clientele were busy and often neglected their clients. Younger attorneys, with a smaller client base,
had time to communicate with their clients, and avoided the complaints of neglect.

Explanations for Pattern of Complaints
The past twenty-five years has seen a slow but consistent increase in the amount of formal complaints against
attorneys, except for the most recent five years, in which the pattern has reversed. I will attempt to find a rationale
which could explain these results.
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To use a well-worn metaphor, the glass could be half-full or half-empty. On the half-full side, perhaps attorneys
are becoming more ethical and/or competent, resulting in fewer legitimate complaints. This is a positive result,
but the pattern has just emerged in the past few years. It would seem unlikely that the revolution of ethics and
competence occurred in just a handful of years.
On the half-empty side, there are two different explanations. First, it is possible that the public expects unethical
behavior of attorneys, so bad conduct does not result in complaints. This seems unlikely, since the number of
consumer grievances appears fairly constant for the past twenty-five years. Second, it is possible that the public
perceives that complaints would do little. Since the State Bar is run by attorneys, the public perceives that
attorneys will not condemn each other. This is a serious concern. If the public does not trust attorneys to regulate
themselves, faith in the legal system (not just opinions of attorneys) will decay.

Policy Implications
Attorneys, being self-regulated, must pay special attention to allegations of wrongdoing. From the public’s
perspective, a consumer complaint which does not result in discipline looks like corruption. Attorneys are
protecting their friends. This will not only tarnish an already poor opinion of attorneys, but undermine the faith in
the system as a whole. Any form of self-regulation which is not transparent creates an impression of no
accountability, which is not good for the legal system. By analyzing the pattern of complaints, and identifying
those areas in need, the bar can better serve its members, who can better serve the public. During the twenty-five
year period which this paper examined, the likelihood of an Oklahoma attorney getting a formal complaint was
one in twenty-five over the course of a year. This does not take into account that most attorneys who received bar
complaints got multiple complaints.57
The likelihood of an Oklahoma attorney getting a formal complaint which resulted in any kind discipline was one
in a 641.58 The chance of an Oklahoma attorney getting the ultimate sanction, disbarment, was very unlikely, as
this result occurred to less than 1/10th of 1% of the bar membership each year.59 There are several lessons to be
taken from this analysis. First, few attorneys received ethical complaints of substance. This means that most
attorneys are ethical people working hard for their clients. While this is positive, it should not be trumpeted since
few complaints in a self-regulated industry creates the public impression of the bar protecting their friends.
Second, most of the complaints involved neglect. These complaints can be easily remedied by persistence and
effort of individual attorneys. More training is needed to encourage greater communication between lawyers and
clients. Technology could allow for more client contacts without a significant increase in time.
Third, if distinct sub-groups of attorneys can be isolated, perhaps remedies can be made to decrease the attorney
complaints for that group. The categories which showed the most complaints were older attorneys who practices
in the area of family and criminal law. This could explain the neglect. A general practitioner who handles
hundreds of individual cases (divorces and misdemeanors) from many clients will have a problem keeping contact
with all his/her clients. An attorney with two large clients with a myriad of legal interests can still keep in
contract with the two large clients.

Conclusion
The report has many implications for future research. Attorneys from different jurisdictions should be compared
to see if there are regional or state differences. By expanding the reporting details of complaints, we could
examine more details than just the type of practice (family law, etc.) and specify what incident(s) led to the
complaint. This could inform attorneys what specific behaviors lead to consumer problems. As a self-regulated
profession, the legal community must constantly strive to reduce complaints.
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